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Le Verger des Hespérides
Children's Books

Tout ça pour quelques grains de sel

ALL THAT
FOR A FEW
GRAINS OF SALT

Young Adult

FIGHTS UNDER
THE TENT: BE
BEARY CAREFUL

A traditional Georgian tale, bilingual in French and Georgian, with a CD in both languages. How did just a few grains
of salt drive a nice man completely insane? In this tale, the
first event causes the second, which causes the third, and
so on. Ages 3+.

Véronique Lagny Delatour
How a nice guy
completely forgot what
he was supposed to do.

FIND OUT MORE
> Selected to be in the 2020 edition of the guide book
to Georgia "Le petit futé"
9782365872690 | 2017 | 40 pages | 24x25 cm | 18.00 €

Rififi sous la tente,
un ours peut en cacher un autre

Jean-Louis Jouanneaud
Katia Humbert
Do you believe that a bear
would visit campsites just
to check out the trash cans?

A vacation under a tent? Awesome! At least that's what the
family's pets think when they arrive at their vacation spot in
the mountains. They dream of fresh air, power naps, tasty
treats... But they're in for a surprise because a bear has
taken to terrorizing the local campgrounds. Sherlock the
dog, with the help of Lola the cat, is going to investigate.
He's not so sure that the situation is as simple as it seems.
What will they discover? Is it a bear or something else?
This sweet little detective novel for young readers is full of
twists, with pets that are funny, endearing, and impressively
efficient.

FIND OUT MORE
> Selected for the publication 32 Invisible Books
9782365873505 | 2020 | 144 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 15.00 €
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Le Verger des Hespérides
Children's Books

Comment le maïs est apparu sur terre ?

HOW DID
CORN APPEAR
ON EARTH?

Young Adult

A traditional folk tale from Argentina, bilingual French
and Spanish with a CD in both languages. What is the
connection between a nose and a corncob? How did corn
appear on earth?

Véronique Lagny Delatour
What is the connection
between a nose and
a corncob?

9782365872966 | 2018 | 32 pages | 24x25 cm | 18.00 €

Gwenaëlle Lebrun
Héléna Nondier
6 adventures to discover
the marvelous word of
mythology while having fun.
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Si l'antiquité m'était contée

IF ANTIQUITY
WAS TOLD
TO ME
Through 6 stories relating the most famous tales from Greco-Roman mythology, discover the fascinating adventures
of Daedalus, Jason, Hercules, and more! Did you know that
disobedience led Icarus to his death? Do you know how
Ulysses managed to sneak into the city of Troy and change
the world? A series of adventures to discover the marvelous
world of Antiquity while having fun.

FIND OUT MORE
> Selected for 6th-grade curriculum
9782917642597 | 2012 | 100 pages | 14,8x 21 cm | 14.00 €
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Le Verger des Hespérides
Young Adult

Embrouilles, fripouilles et cie …
en Albanie

Young Adult

MUDDLES,
SCOUNDRELS,
AND THE LIKE...
IN ALBANIA
Jean-Marie Charron
Let’s open our eyes
to the world around us.

When his twin sister Elsa is mysteriously kidnapped, Loran
goes after her in a mad race through Albania, Italy, and
France. Despite himself, he will become mixed up with a
network of traffickers. Will he manage to find his sister
without being noticed by the mafia and its henchmen, not
to mention avoid all of the other pitfalls along the way? A
highly topical novel that enables us to better understand
the issues related to trafficking, which are frequently
addressed by the media. An invitation to take a fresh look
at the world around us.

Enfance volée

STOLEN
CHILDHOOD
Elodie is 7 years old when her life is turned upside down.
How could a simple move mark the beginning of a descent
into hell? Why don't her parents help her? Throughout her
childhood, she will experience moments of fear, anger, but
also happiness… This life story bears witness to children
who grow up too quickly and whose childhood is stolen
from them when they suffer violence at the hands of adults.

FIND OUT MORE

Élodie Pierron

> Selected by the association of psychologists
9782365871815 | 2014 | 288 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 18.00 €

How a simple move turned
a girl's life into hell.

FIND OUT MORE
> Selected to be in the 2020 edition of the guide book
to Albania "Le petit futé"
9782365872638 | 2017 | 112 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 14.00 €
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Le Verger des Hespérides
Young Adult

Hélène Gloria
Laurence Schluth
The discovery of a brooch
will shake up the daily life
of an entire family.

La voiture du président

Young Adult

THE
PRESIDENT'S
CAR
Max is unable to resist items from the 70s. One evening,
much to his wife’s dismay, he comes home driving a DS
car that he bought at an auction. To soften her up, he
claims that it was once the official car of a former French
president. Very soon, the vehicle becomes a playground
for their daughters, Adele and Louise. One day, during a
memorable fight, the girls find a very particular brooch
inside. This discovery will shake up the daily life of the entire
family as they find themselves in the heart of a bewildering
adventure full of unexpected developments.

FIND OUT MORE
> Finalist for the "Authors from Brittany" award

Cecile Lebrun
Jude Lepro

La parole de pierre

THE SPEAKING
STATUE
Strange things are happening in the city of Toul... For one
thing, people are disappearing. Everybody is worried and
the police superintendent is on edge. Who is responsible?
Meanwhile, while strolling through the city, Clara, a teenage
daydreamer, becomes friends with a mysterious statue,
who reveals a secret to her. With the help of her friend Raphael, will the young girl manage to solve the dark mystery
surrounding all of the disappearances? Will she survive the
dangers at play in this curse? A novel that takes us to the
secret world of stones and a marvelous human adventure.

FIND OUT MORE
A marvelous human
adventure in the secret world
of stone statues.

9782365872225 | 2016 | 136 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 16.00 €
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> Finalist of the "Aéroports d'Orly" award
9782917642603 | 2013 | 144 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 15.00 €
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Le Verger des Hespérides
Yamay (6 titles)
Young Adult

A l'ombre du grand flamboyant

Young Adult

UNDER THE BIG
FLAMBOYANT
TREE

A lovely novel that enables
us to share the daily life
of 2 African children
whose lives will be drastically
changed by books.

FIND OUT MORE
> 2,500 copies sold in 1 month
> 1,600 copies sold in Switzerland, Belgium,
and Senegal in 1 month
> Finalist for the 2020 "Bataille des livres" award
9782365873543 | 2020 | 144 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 15.00 €

YAMAY
(BOOK 1)

THE WORLD OF REFLECTIONS

Every evening, Affi loves to tell his little brother Kodjo
about his day in the shade of their big flamboyant tree. The
arrival of a mobile library to their small village will turn
their routine upside down, and will take them far beyond
anything they could ever have imagined...

Emmanuelle Berny Laleye
Léa Olbinski

Yamay (Tome 1) : Le monde des reflets

Élisa Villebrun
Victorine Schwebach
Every night, Natan
and Hannah find themselves
trapped in Yamay, a strange
land between night and day...
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Forced to follow his diplomat father, Natan is less than
enthusiastic about starting the new school year in France.
In his class, there is a strange girl named Hannah, who
begins to appear in his dreams for no apparent reason.
What is this mysterious prison where they find themselves?
Why are their dreams and reality blending together? Natan
and Hannah will gradually discover Yamay and its strange
world, which will also reveal their destiny.

FIND OUT MORE
> 1,200 copies sold in Ivory Coast
> Selected for the Abidjan Book Fair and
by the French Institute in Ivory Coast
9782365873284 | 2019 | 480 pages | 14,8x21 cm | 20.00 €

